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About This Game

You know what they say, it's a dog-eat-dog world out there. Or more specifically, a wolf-eat-pig world if you happen to be a
farmer.

In addition to livestock being devoured on a constant basis, you also have to worry about animals getting lost or even alien
abductions! Thankfully, this is where you come in, the trustworthy farm canine.

In Herding Dog, you play as a herding dog (duh!), dedicated to protecting your master's farm!

Features

Enjoy a unique and beautiful geometric artistic style

Relax while you explore the various farmlands

Defend cute farm animals from the dangers of the world

Earn the highest scores, show that you are the top dog
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Herding Dog is a delightfully fun game which is guaranteed to make you have a barking good time!
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Title: Herding Dog
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
xixgames
Publisher:
xixgames
Release Date: 25 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 7600 GT / HD 2600

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 60 MB available space

Additional Notes: OpenGL2.0, XBox 360 Gamepad

English,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,French,Portuguese,Finnish
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General Rating: 8\/10
In Genre Rating: 9\/10

Very interesting game with plenty of customization. You get to play in any city you want and yes, that means small towns too. I
love the concept and the DLC is pretty reasonable. Not needed to have fun but expands the game.. IT KEEPS FREEZINGF
HOW DO I STOP IT FROM FREEZING
. While the graphics aren't great and the gameplay is a bit awkward I still think this is a pretty interesting game. Moving around
can be a bit clunky and the camera is a bit laggy. The actual story is kind of meh but it's only a short little demo. Can't expect
much from a 20 min game really. I enjoyed the experience but I'd only recommend this game to people who happen to have a
interest in space exploration and NASA.. Halflings are adorable. They have the unique Luck mechanism - giving them a chance
(based on their morale) of dodging attacks in battle. Nothing beats it when this mechanism is triggered in battle!!

Apart from the new race, the expansion includes many other things like a campaign, a new dwelling type, many new items and
two specializations with new spells.

This DLC should not be missed if you like the base Age of Wonders III.... Review: Mixed.

Summary: This is strategic tower defence with a strong turtle feel, and some interesting mechanics: I do like this game. But: The
bugs are game-breaking.

Gameplay: Your space rocket lands in the centre of a vast crystal field: you build a power line out to the crystal, a few turret
bases topped with mining lasers starts off your income, and you've a limited time to build some form of defence before the
enemy waves start. At first, simple walls will hold back the enemy while you expand your economy with power generators,
energy storage and mining lasers, but later, when they come by ground and air brandishing lasers of their own, you'll need
something offensive. Lasers, cannons, and shields are your basic weaponry, as as your arsenal expands, so does the balance of
your power grid to keep things running. A few waves in, and large numbers of basic turrets become unwieldy, as they
individually have neither the power, nor the range, to be effective against the more powerful enemies. The game dynamic of
injectors and stabilisers allow you to boost the range and power of a single turret (including mining lasers and shields), making
them significantly more effective. As the waves advance, new enemy types are introduced, each with their own strategies to
defend against.

Pros
* injector mechanic makes for interesting base design.
* Freedom to construct your base however you want to build it, with many strategies to try.
* Strong turtle mechanic, multi-layered strategic defensive shields are really my thing!

Cons
* It's a bit slow to play. Having to construct every block takes most of the time.
* There are bugs. And Game-breaking bugs.
* Example small bugs: an enemy ground unit has spawned somewhere within your base, destroying your armour and sucking
your power. The only way to find it is to watch for what gets destroyed, take your base apart to insert a turret, to exterminate the
ground unit. This annoying, but it is managable, if you can see it as part of the challenge!
* Game-breaking bugs: sometimes, powerful enemy units will ignore your walls, ignore your shields, walk or fly to the centre of
your base, waltz inside your rocket, and destroy it from the inside. There is no defence against this that I have yet found. The
game is over at this point. Good luck!

At the most recent game version, I've made it to the beginning of wave 11 (for me, about 3 hours of gameplay in), and then
lasted about 4 seconds before my base is eliminated. It is... disappointing. But maybe there is something else I can try.... I
continue to have a really fun time as I try to shoot and conquer my way
through this game. The many levels provide new, interesting, and challenging
experiences reminiscent of 80s arcade classics. If you are up for a challenge
and like space arcade games this is definitely worth a shot. Beware, the
challenge is not for the faint of heart though the victory is worth the reward! :)
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PROS:
* Challenging levels
* 80s style arcade space shooter
* Music
* Fun end of level bosses
* Normal and hard modes
* Leaderboards

Cons:
* red lasers are really faint in hard mode(I enjoyed it because its hard mode but I can see that it may be off putting to others)
* Only available on Windows, AFAICT.

Overall:
This is a great game that I recommend to anyone who wants a classic 80s space shooter!!
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So lets talk about these negative reviews. games been out for less than 24 hours and you have every other crybaby review going
on about balance. As if complete noobs, first day in the game, could have an expert opinion on the games balance.

Others compare the game to the original DeathGarden and complain about how too much was changed...the game that flopped
on launch. Yeah, of course the changed as much as they could....so people would play it this time.

So what is the state of the game?
Balance is actually pretty solid, however the Hunter has a steeper learning curve. But with that learning curve comes depth, the
Hunter has to employ strong long term strategy on top of strong short term plays. Scavenger and Hunter are both extremely fun
to play, and both sides are very capable of making plays. Gameplay is very fast pace with players ALWAYS striving to do
something.

Frustrating and boring game mechanics like hooks have all been removed. Match making is so fast that if you die early you are
in another game almost instantly. if you are with a group and cant leave, you can spectate. Unlike other games, the spectate
option is quite entertaining as DeathGarden is legit just fun to watch.

The relaunch IMO has been well executed and is a smashing success.
If you want to see some noobish but fun game play check out my stream - self plug go! www.twitch.tv\/dusktheviking. An
interesting puzzle game, but I don't like puzzle games.. I'm not a huge fan on TD games but I tend to play them from time to
time. I've played several TD games over few years and only few of them managed to grab my full attention. DW1 was one of
them.

Few days ago, I saw DW2 in store and just bought it out of sheer whim and I must say this is a surprisingly decent addition to
the series. They kept everything significant in DW1 and built some new interesting mechanics around them. I really like the
Gemcraft-esque customization of traps and more flexibility in difficulty adjustment. Overall, It is a very nice improvement over
the last title.

I can easily recommend this to any TD-loving-gamer.. This is an average tower defense, for 1.25\u20ac it was an OK game.
If it is above the average free browser TD, it's way below the best PC game in the genre like Defense Grid or Plant vs Zombie.
On most levels you cannot build paths with your towers and are limited to a few emplacements. And with only 7 tower types,
some of which are only unlocked in the 2nd half of the campaign. This gives for little variations and low replayability.
Basically you use similar tactics on most levels.

There are a few neat ideas, the campaign plot which follow the historical events, perks, customizable towers, surprise events.
But in the end they didn't add that much.

15 hours to complete the campaign on medium difficulty. Hard difficulty don't add much.
With all perks unlocked, the game balance is partly broken. And with the proper perks replaying the campaign on hard was
actually easier than the first playthrough on medium difficulty.
Decent for a low price but there are much better TDs available.. nice game, but it need some things like Leaderboard and its will
be better if we can change the colors :D plz. The Puzzle Room has a lot of different cool things, including a suprise Johnny Five,
i'll list the pros and cons for the current version:

Pros:
*A lot of puzzles, you need to think here, and is very challenging
* Johnny Five
* You can change your hairstyle and see yourself in reflections.
* Two rooms you can play in.
* Spray Paint
* Playable Records.

Cons:
* Sadly the game crashes a lot, not sure why..
* First puzzle was not completable in one segment as the flashlight would not work in the secret section, had to restart game.
* You can't fully assemble Johnny five ( No Disassemble :()
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* A little expensive for how buggy it is right now.

Overall I believe this game has potential but I would wait until the bugs are fixed or it's on sale.. This game is a fun, action
packed, beatifully made platform shooter. This game has easy to learn controls. The levels are fun beatifully made the design of
this game is really coll, the way everything is paper makes it look really cool. the levels can be easy or hard if you want them to
be. It's really fun to jump around shooting everything. The sound tract in this game is by far the best sound track i have heard in
a game in a long time. Even thought the levels are kind of short, there arnt many levels, and thes not too much to do once you
beat the levels and achivements, its still a great game totally worth the $3. Also they are makeing more levels in further updates.
overall rateing 9\/10.. Superior to the sequel.
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